Abstract: This chapter explores how three methods of political text analysis can complement each other to differentiate parties in detail. A word-frequency method and corpus linguistic techniques are joined by critical discourse analysis in an attempt to assess the ideological relation between election manifestos and a coalition agreement. How does this agreement relate to the policy positions presented in individual election manifestos and whose issues appear on the governmental agenda? The chapter discusses the design of three levels of text analysis applying text-as-data analysis; words-as-meaningful-data involving lexical-semantic analysis of subjectivity; and words-in-context analysis for variation in constructions of worldviews. We found that better results can be achieved for party positioning in combinations of qualitative and quantitative approaches.
Introduction
There is a clear need for reliable estimates of party positions to inform the public and to predict election outcomes. In this chapter we explore how different methods for the analysis of political texts can complement each other to differentiate parties using subtle distinctions. We combine a 1 Pre-final version. Van Elfrinkhof, A., I. Maks and B. Kaal. 2014 . From Text to Political Positions: The convergence of political, linguistic and discourse analysis. In B. Kaal, I. Maks and A. van Elfrinkhof (Eds) , From Text to Political Positions: Text analysis across disciplines. Amsterdam: Benjamins, word frequency method with a lexical-semantic analysis of modal subjectivity and a discourse analysis of worldviews to position Dutch political parties as well as the coalition agreement between the government parties following the 2010 national elections. The aim of the chapter is therefore two-fold. First, in applying both quantitative and qualitative approaches we point out methodological constraints to party positioning and show how a combination of methods could
lead to a refinement of the individual methods. Second, we compare results between coalition parties and the Coalition Agreement to gauge the ideological influence of parties on the composition of this agreement as evidence for further political interpretations. The Netherlands is an example of a multi-party system, with over a dozen political parties vying for a position in Parliament. Dutch Governments are traditionally coalition governments that seek common ground after national elections are held. The differences between parties are subtle and strategic: they are competitive and at the same time they keep options open for coalition agreements. In this setting, a fine-grained method is needed to distinguish between parties' positions and possible coalition agreements.
Concepts and words have no explicit stance, but stance is constituted in conceptual and verbal networks that can validate abstract ideas about values, relations and roles in dynamic processes, as Kleinnijenhuis and Van Atteveldt mention (this volume). The challenge is to combine these three levels of communications: what do parties foreground, in which terms and how does content and language use constitute intentions that are packaged in party programmes.
Framing seems to be the binding force in the three methods of analysis used in this chapter. The
Wordscores analysis results in typical word-frames, whereas the linguistic and discourse analyses identify attitudinal frames of explicit and implicit ideological stance: "Most frames are defined by what they omit as well as include, and the omissions of potential problem definitions, explanations, evaluations, and recommendations may be as critical as the inclusions in guiding the audience" (Entman 1993: 54) .
The idea of word frequency methods is that the relative frequency of words reflects the policy positions of parties. Previous chapters have discussed and shown the abilities of word frequency methods in extracting political positions from texts. In their analysis of parliamentary debates Hirst et al. (this volume) demonstrate that automated quantitative methods can extract competition on the basis of texts. However, they find a government-opposition dichotomy rather than an ideological spectrum and therefore they cannot measure party positions, only the role parties play at a certain moment in time. Collette and Pétry's analysis (this volume) focuses on the influence of the structure of language on the results of the word frequency methods, Wordscores and Wordfish. They compare the English and French editions of Canadian election manifestos and indicate a number of grammatical differences that might be of influence in the positioning of the parties. Both chapters conclude that word frequency methods are sensitive to language characteristics, but they do not control for these linguistic features in their method. In this chapter we apply the quantitative automated word frequency method Wordscores and add knowledge of linguistic features of stance taking to improve the performance of the method.
We focus on one main similarity across election manifestos which relates to the purpose of the genre, namely, each party outlines their desired world to voters. These worlds are constructed subjectively and support party stances on individual issues. We first extract the subjective, deontic constructions from the texts and then apply Wordscores. We find that this indeed improves the performance of the method when positioning parties on an economic dimension. However, the results do not improve for a progressive/conservative dimension.
Relating to the chapters by Montesano Montessori, Eleveld and Filardo Llamas (this volume) we propose that the discursive construction of ideologically motivated worldviews forms the argumentational backbone rationale of a party programme. It is argued that this rationale needs to be taken into account for a valid positioning of parties on the progressive/conservative dimension. For the critical discourse analysis we have selected particularly meaningful text segments that outline worldviews and set the scene for political action. An adapted version of Chilton's Discourse Space Model (2004 , 2007 ) is applied to find parties' ground perspective to position them. The worldview approach takes into account the importance of contextual knowledge in the positioning of parties and adds an argumentational and conceptual dimension to the word-frequency method.
The Vote Compass (Kieskompas) (see Krouwel and Wall, this volume) serves as the Gold Standard against which we cross validate our results. Like the analyses in this chapter, the Vote Compass uses election manifestos to unearth party positions. However, where the Vote Compass is mainly a qualitative method for party positioning, we explore how the complementarity of quantitative and qualitative methods drawn from different disciplines can improve the estimation process of party positions.
The following section describes the Dutch political landscape to contextualise the study and account for the data selection. The design of each approach is then described in detail, providing results of their applications to the corpus. We first use the quantitative method Wordscores which treats words as data, by using only relative frequencies to position parties and the coalition agreement. In a second analysis we add knowledge of semantic subjectivity markers to the Wordscores analysis. This allows us to treat words as meaningful data. The expectation is that the addition of semantic-categories to data improves the performance of the Wordscores analysis.
The third method is a more interpretive discourse based analysis that posits words-in-context to account for variation in discursive aspects of meaning constructions and stance. After the crossvalidation of the three methods, the parties and the coalition agreement are positioned in the Dutch political landscape. The chapter concludes with an evaluation and discussion of the three methods.
Coalition formation and coalition agreements in The Netherlands
The analyses focus on the Dutch national elections of 2010. With up to twenty parties participating in the national elections, the Netherlands has a typical multi-party system. Parties are often close to each other, both ideologically and in the number of votes they receive, with no single party gaining a majority of the seats. This situation has made coalition governments a necessity. Coalition agreements have become an integral part of the process of coalition formation over the past decades. The 2010 elections resulted in two separate coalition agreements. After five rounds of negotiations with changing negotiation partners, the largest party, the VVD, reached an agreement with the Christian Democrat Party (CDA) to form a minority government with the support of the Party for Freedom (PVV). The VVD and CDA preferred this construction over a 'normal' majority government in which the PVV would be a full member, because of irreconcilable ideological differences on the PVV's main issues: immigration and integration. The three parties reached a tolerance agreement that would secure a Parliamentary majority on a large number of issues, rather than having to find majority support in parliament on a case-by-case basis (Müller and Strøm 2000) . Instead of one coalition agreement, the 'Rutte I Government' is based on a traditional coalition agreement as well as on a tolerance agreement. In the analysis we will consider the relation of both documents to the coalition parties' own election manifestos.
In the Netherlands, competition between political parties takes place on two policy dimensions: an economic left-right dimension, ranging from market correcting to market liberating policy preferences, and a progressive-conservative dimension. The latter dimension used to have a religious connotation but has gradually changed its focus to issues of integration and immigration (Aarts and Thomassen 2008; Kriesi et al. 2006 Kriesi et al. , 2008 Marks et al. 2006 ). The likelihood of parties joining forces in a coalition depends on ideological similarities and the vote share of the parties. If one assumes that political parties are policy-seekers, that they seek agency to implement their policy preferences rather than simply seeking the power of office, it is to be expected that coalition partners will be closely positioned ideologically on at least one of the two dimensions. When parties share policy preferences it is more likely that they will come to an agreement which reflects their shared policy preferences. It is furthermore to be expected that the major coalition partner, the party with most of the votes, will be the dominant partner and be able to determine most of the agreement in its favour (Warwick 1996) . Warwick (1996) also points to the special position of the party that, although it has not gained the most seats, has the largest increase in number of seats. They are relative winners, and this gives them more leverage than can be expected based on the number of seats alone, as was the case with the Party for Freedom in the 2010 elections. This context leads to the hypotheses given in Box 1, which will be tested in order to find advantages and constraints in applying the three methods on ten election manifestos and the two agreements. 
Data Description
We used five sets of data to analyse the positions of ten political parties that succeeded in gaining seats in the Dutch Parliament following the 2010 national elections. Each of them is described below.
Election manifestos
Our main data source consists of election manifestos. The great advantage of using texts for party positioning rather than expert surveys or opinion polls, is that texts are stable. Texts do not change as a result of an inquiry or over time. Election manifestos present the ideas and policies of parties simultaneously, at a particular point in time. Manifestos are produced at regular intervals (Budge 1994) and this makes them an excellent source to study position shifts over time (Laver and Garry 2000) . Furthermore, election manifestos are authoritative documents representative of the party community as they are usually amended and approved by a General Assembly.
Manifestos are a political-text genre that functions to form shared beliefs, around a political organisation and to create a coherent party identity for an epistemic community (Van Dijk 2004: 9) . They are then carefully composed with the intention to communicate the party's official position to a broad audience during an election campaign (Benoit and Laver 2006) . Their primary function is to bind the party community as well as to make the positions of the party known in a cohesive and communicatively persuasive message. As such, manifestos are the substantive focal point for political communication during election time (Lamond 2012) . The general public might not read them, but learns about them through public appearances of politicians and in reports by the media (Laver 2001) . At the same time they serve as a guideline for the party's politicians who can be held accountable if they divert from the party line laid down in the manifesto (Laver 2001) . Finally, election manifestos share these characteristics across parties. In other words, election manifestos can generally be regarded as a stable text genre with the goal of presenting parties' policy positions at a specific point in time. This makes them an excellent source to compare party positions across time and with each other. For the application of Wordscores, Laver et al. (2003) stress that it is important to compare 'like with like'. Given the discussion above, the genre-specific characteristics of election manifestos make them 'like' texts for a reliable comparison. For this study we use the Dutch election manifestos of 2006 (EM2006) and 2010 (EM2010), together making up the corpus EM-full.
Coalition agreement and tolerance agreement
The 2010 coalition agreement between the VVD and the CDA is comparable to an election manifesto in both format and content. It discusses policies elaborately by presenting a view on the present, ideas about the future and policies to realize them. Therefore, the coalition agreement resulting from the Dutch 2010 elections can be viewed as the manifesto of the coalition and hence as a 'like' document (Laver et al. 2003) .
The tolerance agreement is a list of agreements, and agreements to disagree, between the two coalition parties and the tolerating party (PVV). Therefore, it has a slightly different format.
We do not expect this to be a problem for the quantitative analyses. From a discourse perspective, however, the lack of argument structure is problematic. The discourse analysis focuses on text segments that explicitly express party-specific perspectives on the state of affairs (worldviews) as their motivation for policies and goals. Since the tolerance agreement does not contain a comparable text segment, it is exempted from the discourse analysis.
Chapel Hill Expert Survey
In order to position parties on political dimensions with Wordscores, we use the Chapel Hill Expert Survey (Hooghe et al. 2010) ). This operationalisation is used throughout this chapter. Table 1 
A Dutch news and opinion corpus
A reference corpus (NO) consisting of selected news and opinion articles of 2006 was used in the words-as-meaningful-data analysis. The news and opinion texts were randomly selected from a large database of Dutch newspapers. This ensures the focus on national political news. Further information on this corpus follows in section 3.2.
Vote Compass
As we see in this volume, quite a variety of methods can be used to position political parties: 
From Text to Political Positions: Three methods for detailed manifesto analysis

Words as data
Wordscores is a quantitative text-analysis method developed by Laver et al. (2003) . Rather than coding the text on the basis of a coding schema, Wordscores treats words purely as data to determine the position of a text on a dimension on the basis of relative word frequency. With regard to election manifestos, the underlying logic is that political parties do not use the same words with the same frequency. Political parties on the right propose "to cut taxes" in their election manifesto. Political parties on the left do not use the words "to raise taxes", although their plans might imply it. The word "tax" is considered indicative of right-wing parties. Leftwing parties occasionally use the word "tax", but this is a fraction of the times right-wing parties use the word (Laver and Garry 2000: 625) . The relative frequency of words can therefore be used to differentiate between parties' stances. That is: each political party frames issues by selecting relevant words from a particular semantic field (Beigman Klebanov et al. 2008: 96) that can be indicative of party positions. Wordscores uses this formalised concept of frames to distinguish between documents.
Wordscores uses two sets of texts: reference texts and virgin texts. From the reference texts we know two things: (1) the words used in these texts; and (2) the position of this text on the dimension we want to investigate. The latter knowledge is derived from external sources such as expert surveys. From the virgin texts we know only which words it contains; we do not know their positions. By comparing relative frequencies of words, Wordscores is able to scale the virgin texts on the same dimension as the reference texts. This can involve any dimension a researcher is interested in: an economic left/right dimension, a pro-or contra-dimension, or any other dimension, as long as the dimension is relevant to both the reference texts and the virgin texts and the source of the positions of the reference texts is reliable.
Whereas Collette and Pétry (this volume) use Wordscores to examine the ability of Wordscores to position political parties by comparing the same manifestos produced in two languages, we aim to position agreements between parties in the same political space as the election manifestos.
Words as meaningful data
Wordscores functions on the full text level, but texts construct subjective meaning more explicitly in some parts than in others. The main assumption is that some parts are more crucial to constructing its message than others and that a selection of such meaningful text segments should yield better results on stance than the analysis of the entire text. For the analysis of words as meaningful data, Wordscores is used again, but only on those parts of the manifestos that are more relevant and meaningful than others.
In this study we have chosen for a lexical-semantic approach to extracting words that indicate attitude, or deontic modality. It appears that deontic expressions (words and phrases expressing attitude) are more frequent in election manifestos compared to other text genres and are therefore considered a typical text marker of the manifesto corpus (Table 3) .
Election manifestos express parties' worldviews and their 'desired world' on moral and ethical grounds. They propose policy measures that are deemed necessary to realise this desired world through linguistic expressions of deontic modality indicating degrees of necessity, desirability, and urgency of proposed policies and change. Deontic language is a semantic category that indicates "the degree to which an assessor […] can commit him-or herself to the state of affairs in terms of certain principles" (Nuyts et al. 2010: 17) . These principles refer to moral, ethical and socio-cultural norms, values and ideals as well as to more personal ethical norms. However, moral obligation is not the only drive for political action and therefore we follow Palmer's (1986) approach to deontic modality that also accounts for notions of volition and intention that express degrees of desirability. Deontic expressions are particularly relevant to political stance in that they often refer to a future state of affairs in a positive way, indicating what the world should be like. Moreover, deontic expressions often refer to some kind of action towards that ideal. In Palmer's approach, deontic modality is concerned "with the expression by the speaker of his attitude towards possible actions by himself and others" (Palmer 1986:121) .
For these reasons, we regard deontic expressions in political text analysis as cues for moral attitude and desirability of policy measures. This assumption is confirmed by a comparison of the election manifestos with texts from other genres. We compare the word frequencies of EM2006 and EM2010 (EM-full) with the word frequencies of a corpus of news and opinion texts (NO). The texts included in the NO corpus are randomly collected from a large database of Dutch newspapers in the year 2006 with a focus on national political news. We use the corpus-based frequency profiling method developed by Rayson and Garside that "aims to discover features in the corpora that distinguish one corpus from the other" (2000: 2): in this case, election manifestos from the news and opinion corpus.
Since the news and opinion corpus roughly covers the same time period and the same themes as the manifesto corpus, the two corpora have a maximal overlap of thematic words and a minimal overlap with regard to stylistic, functional and other genre-specific words. Therefore, we expect the comparison to highlight the words that are specific to the genre (as opposed to the content) of election manifestos.
First, for all words in the text the part-of-speech tag and the lemma (i.e., the canonical form) were automatically determined using the Alpino parser. Then, lemma frequencies were measured for each lemma in the two corpora and log-likelihood statistic (LL) was calculated for those lemmata relatively more frequent in EM-full than in NO (cf. table 3: over-represented in EM-full = +). The higher the log-likelihood, the more significant the difference between the two frequency scores and the more we expect the difference between the two corpora to be meaningful. If the LL of the result is greater than 10.83, the probability of the result happening by chance is less than 0.1% (p<0,001). The list was then sorted by the LL values and results in a ranking of LL values of which the top is presented in Table 3 . The top of the list shows not only genre-specific words but some traces are left of thematic salience related to animals, (health) care, education, and sustainability. However, there is also salience of functional words: worden (be), moeten (must), and dienen (ought to). The overrepresentation of the highly deontic auxiliary verbs dienen (ought to) and moeten (must) is particularly interesting for the purpose of party positioning as they indicate degrees of desirability/necessity. Second, we compiled a list of conventional expressions of deontic modality (Haeseryn et al. 1997; Palmer 2000) and used it as a set of lexical indicators to extract sentences expressing deontic modality. Examples (1) and (2) 
Comparing Wordscores results of words-as-data to words-as-meaningful data
Before we turn to the hypotheses with regard to the position of the coalition and tolerance agreements, we will evaluate the results of the two Wordscores approaches and hold them against 
comparison of Vote Compass with words-as-data and words-as-meaningful-data on GAL/TAN (2010).
The results show that both words-as-data and words-as-meaningful-data have good scores with respect to the Left/Right dimension, but the correlation coefficients (r) express that words-asmeaningful-data scores significantly better than words-as-data with r=0.90 and r=0.75, respectively. With respect to the GAL/TAN dimension both words-as-data and words-asmeaningful-data methods have lower performance which is expressed by relatively low correlation coefficients, 0.66 and 0.72. Especially for words-as-meaningful-data the difference with the performance, which is r=0.90 vs. r=0.66, on Left/Right is compelling, and suggests that the extraction of deontic modalities works better for the economic Left/Right dimension than for GAL/TAN. Deontic modalities which are -linguistically speaking -attitudinal expressions of actions, correspond to the policy measures proposed by a party. A tentative conclusion is that the divergent performance is a result of the prominence of policy measures for the dimensions, where the Left/Right dimension is more starkly expressed in policy measures than GAL/TAN. (Table 1 ). It also shows that the poor performance of the words-as-meaningful-data corpus on the GAL/TAN dimension is mainly due to the position of the PVV. It is positioned as the second-most progressive party in the party system, whereas Vote Compass positions it as a conservative party.
We conclude that both Wordscores methods give better results on Left/Right than they do on GAL/TAN.
Words in context
To overcome the unresolved positioning deviations for the PVV and the GAL/TAN dimension we propose a more qualitative approach to analyse constructions of meaning particular to a party's discourse. This meaning-based approach to text analysis assumes that party ideologies are constructed in worldviews that cannot be found in single words or deontic constructions, but they occur explicitly and implicitly throughout a discourse. Although worldviews are explicit only in some parts of a text, they function as anchors for an ideologically motivated rationale throughout a manifesto (Kaal 2012) . We therefore looked for expressions in the data that seem to prompt assumptions about the current state-of-affairs and that sustain a cohesive worldview from which goals and policies unfold.
The selection of text segments containing worldview frames is motivated by the narrative structure of election manifestos and cognitive affordances of spatial representations. The theory of spatial cognition drawn upon here holds that thought patterns for making sense of the complex world we experience have a parallel in the organization of our spatial orientation (Levinson 2003) . Spatial and temporal location is regarded as the basic ground for evaluative thought where, metaphorically, normative thought is mapped onto a spatial landscape. In this way, worldview provides a reference frame with boundaries and structure for abstract thought patterns that are anchored in real time and space. The particular affordance of such reference frames is that they can sustain a dual rationale by mapping normative attitude (e.g., what is presumed to be good) onto empirical evidence (a space-time reference) (Entman 1993: 55-56) . In this way, time and space references make it possible to express normative worldviews by bringing them affectively closer to or more distant from the deictic centre. An example of the use of an affective metaphor category in manifestos is COMFORT IS CLOSENESS. This schematic metaphor type suggests a rational structure that aligns affect with the logic of spatial orientation. The similarity in the thought pattern connects policy measures (to bring comfort closer) with goals (comfort is desirable) in a balanced relationship of 'world-to-word-to-world direction of fit' (Searle and Vanderveken 1985) that sustains the given worldview. Such schematic metaphors may not be expressed directly (Cienki 2008) ; for example, in this case, they concern a way of thinking that prompts entailments of a spatial source onto an implicit normative target domain. The structure provided by this schematic metaphor helps to make sense and thus provides rhetorical affordances by its appeal to shared knowledge and experience about a shared space. In election manifestos this is the space in which a party's programme sounds (and feels) 'right'. We assume that ideological party positions are expressed through these metaphorical spatial and temporal expressions and that they are fundamental to the construction of ideologically motivated worldviews.
The mapping of normative spatial orientation onto real space and time provides for a narrative textual structure by suggesting a measure and a coordinate centre for direction. Time and space therefore do not only function to represent abstract notions, but are directive, starting out from a subjective point of view (see Herman 2003: 10, 165-166) . In this way, the spatial ground we find in manifestos functions as a coordinate system that constitutes ideological stance and directs political action, considering that:
An ideology is a more or less coherent set of ideas that provides the basis for organized political action, whether this is intended to preserve, modify or overthrow the existing system of power. All ideologies therefore have the following features: (a) They offer an account of the existing order, usually in the form of a 'world view'. (c) They explain how political change can and should be brought about -how to get from (a) to (b). (Heywood 2007: 11-12) We consider Heywood's worldview (a) as the source from which predictions for future developments unfold and thus warrant political action (c) towards a desired future (b).
Metaphorically, the source is situated in a time and space frame.
The aim of our discourse analysis is therefore to 'locate' the source and the scope of worldviews to be able to differentiate party-specific ideological grounds in which policies and goals 'fit'. Where spatial frames set geographic boundaries to a party's worldview, Time adds a dynamic dimension of duration and direction in a primary metaphorical relation of TIME IS MOTION ALONG A PATH (Grady 1997) . Time and space are therefore regarded as anchors of ideologically motivated reference frames, or worldviews, that relate to GAL/TAN positions.
Contrary to Wordscores, the discourse analytic method did not involve reference texts but focused on discursive phenomena in the virgin texts to find subjectivity markers by abduction.
The first step in this analysis was a close reading of the 2010 manifestos. This revealed that, typically, introductory paragraphs are characterised by propositions concerning 'us' in the 'here and now'. These propositions delineate quite explicitly a static space with an 'existing order' that is evaluated from the party's point of view. In that sense, they are 'like' text segments that can be analysed and compared for time and space localisation. The following section describes the specific model used for this purpose.
A discourse space model for worldview analysis
Chilton's Discourse Space Model inspired our schematic Time and Space method of discourse analysis. The original DSM (Chilton 2004) , designed for a syntactic analysis of point-of-view, shows three relative vectors for Time, Space and Modality that emerge from a deictic centre. In our adapted model, conceptual expressions of time and space were mapped on the Time (T) and Space (S) axes (Figure 4) . The relative distance of time and space to the deictic centre is marked by modifiers which were projected on a Modality scale (M). For example, what we believe to be true, right or desirable should be 'close' and what we believe to be false, wrong, or undesirable is distant from the ideal deictic centre. In this way, T, S and M axes construct a relative space that foregrounds political interests, priorities and actions.
A TSM codebook was developed around the sub-corpus of introductory paragraphs from the election manifestos of the coalition parties and the coalition agreement. The tolerance agreement was found to be lacking explicit references to time and space and was therefore not included. Temporal, spatial and modal expressions in the selected texts (EM2010-Intros) were annotated manually following the codebook (Cienki et al. 2010 ):
1.
Time was annotated for historic events, to recent developments, to the present time, and into the future (the next government period, future generations, always, etc.). We also included events that refer to a time-space, such as the Spanish invasion of the Netherlands in the 16 th century. Where time is expressed in spatial terms it was coded as time. The dominant deictic centre of Time was found in the clusters Present and Future<10 (Figure 5 ), the time-span in which government has agency.
2.
Space was annotated for geographic references and its relative distance to 'here', providing the scope of worldview. The dominant spatial deictic centre was found in the clusters Local and National (Figure 6 ), the space in which Government has authorised agency.
3.
Modality is a linguistic modifier of the relative 'distance' between the deictic here/now and Time and Space references that is indicative of attitude. Modality annotation was based on a Dutch translation of Chilton's English modality scale for deontic and epistemic expressions (Chilton 2005; Werth 1999) , and complemented with expressions of desirability because they were found in the sub-corpus. The list was then applied in a corpus-linguistic frequency analysis.
The dominant Modality clusters are found in the empirical certitude and normative belief (to be, to be necessary) and normative acceptability (could/might be) (Figure 7 ).
Time and Space references were clustered in nodes that emerged as salient from the analysis (Figure 4 ). The resulting clusters were then ranked on the axes relative to the deictic centre. The T and S clusters are relevant for EM2010 and the coalition agreement's introductory paragraphs but this may be different in other election years. Chilton (2004 Chilton ( , 2005 .
Evaluation of TSM coding
The results presented here (Figures 5-7) concern the manifestos of the two coalition parties, the tolerating PVV, and the coalition agreement between CDA and VVD. The purpose is to find evidence as to which of the coalition parties' worldviews dominate the coalition agreement. The figures show normalised raw counts, rather than percentages, in order to have transparency about the actual number of occurrences in this small sub-corpus (N=8890 for the four documents). In this study we are concerned with differences in actual usage, however, percentages would give the same differentiation. Each figure shows one of the Time, Space and Modality axes individually. The Christian Democrats and the Coalition Agreement share an interest in Eternity: the former on religious grounds and the latter want "to spare generations to come". They take a long-term future perspective for different ideological reasons, which makes for an 'unusual coalition' (see Eleveld, this volume). On Space, the Coalition Agreement pays more attention to the NonWestern World and the Global than do the coalition parties. In the current political context, this could be interpreted as the coalition parties' agreement to honour international agreements which were backgrounded in the manifestos. On the Modality scale, the liberal VVD articulates itself most strongly. They are optimistic and forceful, with higher scores on Acceptable and Necessary.
The Christian Democrats are perhaps the most normative with higher scores on Desirable and Unacceptable. To our surprise, the populist PVV articulates itself moderately in terms of Modality. In the following section we translate the TSM results in positions onto the political GAL/TAN dimension.
Translating TSM results onto GAL/TAN
The assumption is that a wide temporal and spatial reference frame includes a broader perspective and is interpreted as being more progressive (GAL). More space for deliberation would give room to 'fit' more complex solutions and afford a higher degree of tolerance to change and diversity. On the other hand, focus on a smaller deliberation space is considered more conservative (TAN) with less space to make solutions 'fit'. As for Time, focus on specific national traits, based in the far past (e.g., Example 4), is translated as Traditional. Strongly nurturing past identity indicates a Traditional-Authoritarian attitude. And prioritising national interests is translated as Nationalistic. Combining TSM annotations can result in different translations. As described above, Time can refer to different positions on GAL/TAN, where both refer to tradition but not necessarily to nationalism, depending on the spatial setting. We have noted the PVV's foregrounding of Past>10 as a period of brave founders of a nation as a Nationalistic reference frame. In contrast, the Christian Democrats score highly on the category Past>10 on religious grounds. However, Past can also be indicative of GAL when used as analogical evidence of patterns of change, for instance when comparing the 1930s crisis with the current economic crisis. There is clearly an ideological link between time and space frames and a desire for spatial proximity to the deictic centre.
Modality results were applied interpretively to modify positioning on the GAL/TAN scale.
Past>10 with positive attribution (+) brings tradition closer to the experience of Now; spatial EU with positive attribution (+) is closer to home than EU with negative attribution (-). In the translation schema, the value of modal expressions has been simplified to positive (+)/ none/negative (-) attitude on a five-point scale (-2 to +2). Tables 4 and 5 show interpretive correlations between Time and Space scores and GAL/TAN. Applying the five-point scale, Table 6 shows a ranking of TSM on GAL/TAN with combined TSM results in the bottom row. The CDA is moderately Traditional and Nationalistic, the VVD is Libertarian and Nationalistic, and the PVV is Traditional and Nationalistic, both in Time (high score on positive past) and Space (The Netherlands). The results show that GAL and TAN are not consistent opposites, e.g., the coalition agreement is Libertarian and Nationalistic.
In the following section these results are compared to our gold standard, Vote Compass, and to the results of the Wordscores analyses. 
Cross-validating TSM with Wordscores and Vote Compass
In section 3.2 we concluded that the words-as-meaningful-data method performed better on the Left/Right dimension than the words-as-data method. On the GAL/TAN dimension neither method performed particularly well. In this section we compare the discourse-based words-incontext results to the Wordscores results and Vote Compass (Table 7) . 
Positioning the Coalition Agreement
The Left/Right dimension
We now turn to the hypotheses (Box 1) and include the positions of the coalition agreement and the tolerance agreement on the Left/Right dimension. Given the results of the cross validation we discuss the results of the words-as-meaningful-data analyses and leave out words-as-data results.
The words-as-meaningful-data analysis positions the coalition agreement in between CDA and VVD, which confirms Hypothesis 1: a compromise. Ideologically it is slightly closer to the CDA, which defies the expectation that the VVD has the largest ideological impact (Hypothesis 2). The fact that the PVV is to the left of the CDA in this analysis might have pulled the coalition agreement to the left, which give some leverage to the hypothesis that a considerable increase in votes gives a party more influence (Hypothesis 3). The tolerance agreement is not close to any of the three parties and is in fact situated between the Social Democrat Party (PvdA) and the Christian Union (CU). This leaves us to conclude that on the economic Left/Right dimension, the coalition agreement is ideologically indeed a compromise between the government parties CDA and VVD. However, the tolerance agreement was positioned at remarkable distance to the left of the governing parties and leads to the conclusion that the stylistic features of the tolerance agreement made it unsuitable for the analysis and could not be considered a 'like' text for the Wordscores analyses either.
The GAL/TAN dimension
The coalition agreement focuses, not surprisingly, on Local and National spatial issues but also extends to existing national commitments to the EU and international agreements ( Figure 6 ). The high scores for time Present and Future<10 years ( Figure 5 ) and the lack of reference to the past can be explained by the function of the coalition agreement as a consolidation of government action for the next term of office. And finally, on Modality, the Agreement is less outspoken, which also makes sense, considering that the document functions to enable action, rather than to construct attitude (Figure 7 ). This results in the positioning of the coalition agreement as shown in Table 9 . The words-in-context analysis shows that the coalition agreement is not the ideological mean of the coalition parties (Hypothesis 1), but that the largest party, VVD, has had the most influence on the coalition agreement on the GAL/TAN dimension (Hypothesis 2). The tolerating PVV is positioned at a considerable distance of the coalition agreement, which indicates that, although they had the biggest increase in number of votes in the 2010 election, they did not influence the coalition agreement on the GAL/TAN dimension (Hypothesis 3).
Conclusions: A comparison of the methods
We have illustrated the advantages and constraints of layered methods of text analysis by positioning three coalition parties and their two agreements in a political space. Testing the hypotheses required a fine-grained differentiation between parties that had come to a not-so unusual coalition as it seems. In the process, we have shown how the combination of a purely frequency-based method and a lexical-semantic approach improved the positioning of political parties on the economic Left/Right dimension against a methodologically hybrid gold standard, Vote Compass. The extraction of deontic expressions did not, however, result in a more precise positioning on the GAL/TAN dimension. We inferred that Left/Right is more strongly characterised by subjective expressions of degrees of necessity, desirability and urgency of action. The positioning on the GAL/TAN dimension strongly concerns implicit beliefs and requires an analysis of the discursive ground of party rationale. Hence, a discourse-space model for Time and Space was developed that frames the point of view. The resulting frames provided ideologically motivated 'worldviews' that function as rational coordinate systems for political reasoning. This words-in-context analysis focused on time and space as a background setting for political action and was translated into positions on the GAL/TAN dimension.
The methods are based on three disciplines, each with their own approaches and aims.
However, the common goal was to be able to position parties with high precision, for instance, to visualise positions accurately in voting advice applications. The two Wordscores methods need reference texts and expert surveys. A disadvantage is that the method requires that the political positions and themes of the reference texts must be close to those of the virgin texts because otherwise they may miss out on unique and new political positions. This is not a requirement for the words-in-context method, which can be applied to any text as long as it has some form of narrative structure to indicate variations in worldview constructions. The TSM model has so far been applied as a qualitative model to test the ground for rules that may be automated. We think it is not restricted to the GAL/TAN dimension but could also be applied to positioning on the Left/Right dimension as a second step in the analysis, after worldviews have been identified. This could indicate (in)consistency between worldview and issue positions. However, rules for automated analysis are not obvious because mapping TSM results onto political dimensions requires a clearly contextualised research frame to be able to integrate cognitive, linguistic as well as political considerations.
The three methods have been applied at different text levels of the same corpus with the common aim to identify political positions on three levels of frames (word frames, deontic word frames, and spatial reference frames). The political-action oriented lexical-semantic method (words-as-meaningful-data) extracted policy measures at the micro (sentence) level, whereas the discourse analysis looked into the parties' perceptions of the world we exist in at the meso level (words-in-context). Identifying meaningful text segments required linguistic and cognitivediscourse knowledge and resulted in a more precise positioning than taking them as a full data set in the frequency-based words-as-data method (macro level) that disregards meaning and the rhetorical affordances of meaning constructions. The methods are not numerically guaranteed to be unbiased but use theories of linguistic and discursive aspects of meaning construction in texts to approximate unbiased results.
By identifying the problem areas of each method it becomes clear that together, the methods may give better results because they can combine qualitative and quantitative approaches. By doing justice to lexical and textual affordances of meaning making for stance taking, our approach seems to improve the results of the pure words-as-data analysis. We think that adding layers of analysis to extract how deontic words and discursive patterns create a sense of meaning and attitude results in a more precise positioning.
